Subject: Knox discontinuation

To whom it may concern,

We ABB, regret to inform that safety lock Knox is no longer possible to manufacture and will become obsolete by end of December 2018.

The reason behind the quick discontinuation is obsolete components; The Eden sensor that is integrated in Knox is no longer available and it has not been possible to replace it with any other safety sensor.

We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience and assure that we are doing everything we can to find a possible replacement solution.

Affected products are:

2TLA020105R2200 Knox 2A v2 Framepart, safelock
2TLA020105R2300 Knox 2X v2 Frame part, processlock
2TLA020105R5000 Knox 1A-R v2 outward open, right
2TLA020105R5100 Knox 1A-L v2 outward open, left
2TLA020105R5200 Knox 1B-R v2 inward open, right
2TLA020105R5300 Knox 1B-L v2 inward open, left
2TLA020105R5800 Knox 1AX-R v2 outward open, right
2TLA020105R5900 Knox 1AX-L v2 outward open, left
2TLA020105R6000 Knox 1F-R v2 sliding door to right
2TLA020105R6100 Knox 1F-L v2 sliding door to left
2TLA020105R6200 Knox 1BX-R v2 inward open, right
2TLA020105R6300 Knox 1BX-L v2 inward open, left
2TLA020105R6400 Knox 1FX-R v2 sliding door to right
2TLA020105R6500 Knox 1FX-L v2 sliding door to left
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